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ABSTRACT

Entrepreneurship plays a significant role in thegrowth and development of a nation’s

economy. Entrepreneurship is seen as theengine of economic growth and a driving force of

economic restructuring andmovement in the direction of market economy. The study aimed

at looking at howentrepreneurial activities has developed Nigeria in the area market

value,being gainfully self employed and how it would solve the unemployment problemwe

are facing in the country. Descriptive research method was used andsecondary data were

used in the discussion and analysis. The study made usefulpolicy recommendations which

government and entrepreneurs will find beneficialif faithfully employed.

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1   Background tothe Study

Therole of entrepreneurship in the growth and development of our dear nationcannot be

overlooked and as a result of the consistent rise in the level ofunemployment and the

upward increase in the level of poverty in Nigeria, it hasbecome crucial for Nigerians to quit

searching for white collar jobs that arenot available and start creating employment for

themselves. The forces ofentrepreneur are strong in Nigeria because most people see

entrepreneurialactivities as what is primarily based on essential due to the poor

economicsituation. We do not seem to realise the fact that entrepreneurship developmentis

the base of all economic evolution of any nation. The current Nigerian economy is largely

dominated by the oil industry.The labour force is radically growing, as is the unemployment

rate currently at20%, with millions of workers underemployed. Nigeria is endowed with

thelargest domestic market in Africa a wide range of natural resources coupledwith a

diversely skilled labour pool. Given these economic realities, thecountry must constantly

create new jobs, and diversify the industrial andcommercial sector to take advantage of

human and natural resources.

The activities of entrepreneurs have been found to becapable of making impact on the

economy of a nation and quality of life of thepeople through economic growth; employment

generation and empowerment of thedisadvantaged segment of the population, which include



women and the poor. Smalland Medium Enterprises (SMEs) is perceived as a pride of

basically everycountry or state. Because of SMEs’ significant roles in the development

andgrowth of various economies, they have appropriately been termed as the engineof

growth and catalysts for socio-economic transformation of any country. SMEsare perceived

as a real instrument for the achievement of national economicobjectives of employment

generation and poverty reduction at low investmentcost. Other central benefits of vibrant

SMEs are the  access to the infrastructural facilities thestimulation of economic activities

such as providers of various items anddistributive trades for items produced and needed by

the SMEs, stemming fromrural urban migration, enhancement of standard of living of the

employees ofthe SMEs and their dependents as well as those who are directly or

indirectlyassociated with them.

Various government ofthe nation have begun to find solutions on how to involve the private

sector inthe developmental process of their country’s economy which is one of theresponses

to the challenges of development of entrepreneurial in developingcountries. Nigeria had

even taken a bold step by including entrepreneurialstudies in the academic curriculum of her

education system and with theintroduction of National Directorate of Employment (NDE)

scheme. The belief ofsuch policy makers is that such decision will inculcate entrepreneurial

sp i r i t in  the mind o f  people  so as to  prepare them for  weal th  creat ion

throughentrepreneurship (Fasua, 2006). Entrepreneurship is very crucial to the

developmentof a country’s economy, especially countries like Nigeria. Entrepreneurship

issine qua non to national development poverty eradication and employmentgeneration it is

the bed rock of any nation’s industrialization. 

The essential ofentrepreneurship for productivity was originally credited to AlfredMarshall in

1990. In his famous book; Practice Principle of Economics, Marshallascertained that there

are four factors of production; Land, Labour Capital andorganization. These factors are

properly utilized by an entrepreneur. Thusentrepreneur creates new commodities or

improves the plan of producing an oldcommodity. (Marshall, 1994). Therefore, early

entrepreneurs were characterizedwith production and manufacturing. In a situation like this,

the producersoften started with small capital. Early entrepreneurship began with trade

bybarter even before the advent of money. Therefore most of the modernentrepreneurs were



engaged in retail trade and also sole proprietorship.

1.2   Statement ofthe Problem

Withcurrent challenges in the global economy, new and innovative strategies areemerging in

the bid to stimulate and sustain growth in national economies.Entrepreneurship is one model

that is deemed critical to the formulation andimplementation of these strategies. According

toa research by The GlobalEntrepreneurship and Development Institute, it was found that

USA is a world leader when it comes tosupporting its entrepreneurs in respect to business

formation, expansion, andgrowth. They also finance new businesses through venture capital.

This type offinancial capital is provided to early-stage, high-potential and riskierstart-up

companies. Countries like Australia and Sweden came second and thirdrespectively

according to the 2014statistics.Some of these countries’ economies are ranking very high

because theyunderstand the effects entrepreneurs play in the growth of their economy.

TheirGDP are always on the increase thereby increase in their economy.

Inspite of this, little is known about the profile of the Nigerian entrepreneurand how they

engage with the constantly evolving policy context. This studytherefore aimed at better

understanding their characteristics the impact androle of entrepreneurship on the Nigeria

economic growth.

1.3   ResearchQuestions

The following aresome of the questions which this study intends to answer: 

i)what is theprevalence of entrepreneurship on the Nigeria economic growth?

ii)what are the contributions of entrepreneursto the economic development in Nigeria?

iii)what are the factors that influence entrepreneurs toeconomic development the Nigerian

economic development?

1.4   Objectivesof the Study

The objective of the study is critically study the role andimpact of entrepreneurship on the

development of the Nigerian economy. However,the specific objectives are to:

i)to investigate the prevalenceof entrepreneurship on the Nigeria economic growth

ii)to assess out the contributions of entrepreneursto the economic development in Nigeria

iii)to inquire are the factors that influence entrepreneurs toeconomic development the

Nigerian economic development

http://thegedi.org/research/gedi-index/
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1.5   ResearchHypothesis

The research hypotheses to be tested include:

i)there is asignificant relationship between entrepreneurship and economic growth  of Nigeria

ii)Low entrepreneurialactivities does not have any significant correlation with economic

growth inNigeria 

1.6   Significance of the Study

Findings from the study will be of immeasurable importance to theNigerian government all

and aspiring entrepreneurs in Nigeria. It will serve asa manual that will guide them on how to

about using entrepreneurship toeconomically develop the country and raise their standard of

l iving. I t  wi l l  aswell  help to bridge the gap that might have existed in the

entrepreneurialactivities.

1.7   Scope of the Study

This study investigated the roles andimpacts entrepreneurship has on the economic growth

and how economic growthwill be improved through entrepreneurship. Evaluating

entrepreneurship as atool in the growth and development of Nigerian economy seems too

broad for thetime frame of this research work therefore, the scope of this work was

confinedtowards the contribution of small and medium scale enterprise to thedevelopment of

Nigerian economy.

1.8   Limitation ofthe study

This research worked on the impactand role of entrepreneurship on the Nigeria economic

growth was not anexception to the usual problems associated with research in Nigeria.

Theresearcher was faced with the problem of finance as the researcher did not haveenough

funds to get the required stationery for the work. Also, the timeframefor the work to be

carried out was too short.

1.9   Definitions of Terms

The following terms were usedin the course of this study:

EconomyGrowth: This is when the realper capital income of a country increases over time.

Entrepreneur: This is a person who starts or organizes a businessthat has a financial risk.

N.D.E.  National Directorate of Employment
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